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Activity 1 – Defining Subject Terminology

This activity will help you to learn the main specialist words that you need to know for 
English. 

First complete the two tasks below, then use the answers at the end to mark and 
correct your work.
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Task 1 – Complete the word fill for each definition. If you are unsure 
about any definitions, you could either make an educated guess or 
wait until you mark your work to fill it in.  

General Terminology:

Alliteration = Using the same ______________ or _______________ 

at the start of words near to each other.

Simile = A comparison using the words ___________ or __________.

Senses = Using sight, ____________, ______________, 

________________ or _______________.

Metaphor = A __________________ where you say that something is 

something else.

Imagery = Creating an ________________ in the reader’s mind.
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Hyperbole = ___________________ statements not meant to be taken 

literally.

Onomatopoeia = Using words to recreate _________________.

Personification = Giving something that isn’t alive _________________ 

qualities.

Foreshadowing = A warning of something in the ________________.

Symbolism = Using symbols to represent _________________.

Dialogue = A ________________ between two or more people.

Pun = A _________ which uses the fact that words can sound alike but 

have different meanings.
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Idiom = An expression where the meaning is not _________________ 

from the words involved (e.g. over the moon, kick the bucket).

Dramatic Irony = Something is understood by the audience, but not the 

____________________.

Oxymoron = A figure of speech where two words seem to be 

__________________ in meaning.

Repetition = Using something more than _________.

Allegory = A story, poem or picture with a hidden ______________.

Persuasion-Specific Terminology

Direct address = Using words such as “you” to directly address 

_________________________. 

Anecdote = Using a short _______________ to prove a point.
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Rhetorical question = A question used for dramatic effect rather than 

one that needs an _____________.

Emotive language = Using language to make someone feel a particular 

__________________.

Statistic = A fact involving _________________.

Triple = Using _____________ of something.

Poetry-Specific Terminology

Caesura = A ____________________ in the middle of a line of poetry.

Enjambment = Where a sentence continues beyond the end of a 

________________.

Stanza = A ________________ in a poem. 
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Rhyme = Where words having similar ending ________________.

Volta = A ________________________ in a poem.

Task 2 – Complete the wordsearch. 10 pieces of subject 
terminology from Task 1 are here. Can you find all of them? If you 
want a challenge, don’t check the answers. If you are struggling, 
refer to the answers to reveal which words you are looking for.
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Answers

Task 1

General Terminology:
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Alliteration = Using the same letters or sounds at the start of words 
near to each other.

Simile = A comparison using the words like or as.

Senses = Using sight, hearing, taste, touch or smell.

Metaphor = A comparison where you say that something is something 
else.

Imagery = Creating an image in the reader’s mind.

Hyperbole = exaggerated statements not meant to be taken literally.

Onomatopoeia = Using words to recreate sounds.

Personification = Giving something that isn’t alive human qualities.

Foreshadowing = A warning of something in the future.

Symbolism = Using symbols to represent ideas/themes.

Dialogue = A conversation between two or more people.

Pun = A joke which uses the fact that words can sound alike but have 
different meanings.

Idiom = An expression where the meaning is not obvious/clear from 
the words involved (e.g. over the moon, kick the bucket).
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Dramatic Irony = Something is understood by the audience, but not the 
characters.

Oxymoron = A figure of speech where two words seem to be opposite 
in meaning.

Repetition = Using something more than once.

Allegory = A story, poem or picture with a hidden meaning.

Persuasion-Specific Terminology

Direct address = Using words such as “you” to directly address the 
reader/the audience. 

Anecdote = Using a short story to prove a point.

Rhetorical question = A question used for dramatic effect rather than 
one that needs an answer.

Emotive language = Using language to make someone feel a particular 
emotion/way.

Statistic = A fact involving numbers.

Triple = Using three of something.

Poetry-Specific Terminology
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Caesura = A pause (e.g. full-stop) in the middle of a line of poetry.

Enjambment = Where a sentence continues beyond the end of a line.

Stanza = A paragraph in a poem. 

Rhyme = Where words having similar ending sound.

Volta = A turning point/change in a poem.

Task 2 (It’s up to you to find where they are!)

ALLITERATION
ANECDOTE
FORESHADOWING
HYPERBOLE
IMAGERY
METAPHOR
OXYMORON
PERSONIFICATION
SENSES
SIMILE


